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ABSTRACT

The Meteorological Development Laboratory (MDL) has developed and implemented an aviation

weather prediction system that runs each hour and produces forecast guidance for each hour into the future

out to 25 h covering the major forecast period of the National Weather Service (NWS) Terminal Aerodrome

Forecast. The Localized Aviation Model Output Statistics (MOS) Program (LAMP) consists of analyses of

observations, simple advective models, and a statistical component that updates the longer-range MOS

forecasts from the Global Forecast System (GFS) model. LAMP, being an update to GFS MOS, is shown to

be an improvement over it, as well as improving over persistence. LAMP produces probabilistic forecasts for

the aviation weather elements of ceiling height, sky cover, visibility, obstruction to vision, precipitation oc-

currence and type, and thunderstorms. Best-category forecasts are derived from these probabilities and their

associated thresholds. The LAMP guidance of sensible weather is available for 1591 stations in the contiguous

United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Probabilistic guidance of thunderstorms is

also available on a grid. The LAMP guidance is available to the entire weather enterprise via NWS com-

munication networks and the World Wide Web. In the future, all station guidance will be gridded and be made

available in a form compatible with the NWS’s National Digital Forecast Database.

1. Introduction

Airport terminal weather forecasts are produced in

the United States by civilian and military forecasters.

These forecasts, called Terminal Aerodrome Forecasts

(TAFs), are critical to decision making regarding air-

craft movement within the National Airspace System.

National Weather Service (NWS) forecasters routinely

produce TAFs 4 times per day for projections up to 24 h

from issuance time, with selected airports out to 30 h as of

November 2008 (NWS 2008). In addition, updates are

made when weather conditions have changed or are ex-

pected to change and those changes are operationally

significant to airports or aircraft. Special attention is given

to forecasts that have operational significance during the

critical TAF period, which is defined as ‘‘0–6 hours from

the current valid time within the TAF’’ (NWS 2008).

TAFs, in a coded format, contain forecasts of clouds, visi-

bility, wind, weather, obstructions to vision, and low-level

wind shear. Prevailing conditions are forecast; temporary

conditions can also be included, as well as probabilities of

thunderstorms and precipitation.

The TAFs contain some of the most challenging

weather elements to forecast skillfully, even for the rel-

atively short period of the TAF. Forecasts of only a few

hours are often compared to persistence, that is, a fore-

cast of exactly what the most recent observation is. At

longer projections, largely because of diurnal changes,

some form of conditional climatology is used to deduce

skill. The conditional climatology could be nothing more

than the mean conditions stratified by time of day and

month of year at the airport for which the forecasts are

made, or can be more sophisticated with stratification by

categories of existing conditions. The old RUSSWO1

tables developed and used by the U.S. Air Force years

ago are early examples of what can be done with stratified

climatology. Such tables were not intended to be a final

forecast but, rather, were to provide guidance to fore-

casters concerning what weather conditions were likely or

not likely given the existing conditions.
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Because good quality forecasts are of critical importance

to the aviation community, there have been many attempts

to provide meaningful numerical models and statistical

guidance for aviation forecasting. The earliest attempts

were purely statistical and had their heyday in the late

1950s and 1960s at the Travelers Research Center (e.g.,

Enger et al. 1962). Other early attempts were made at the

U.S. Air Force’s Cambridge Research Laboratory (e.g.,

Lund 1955). Somewhat later, work was carried out at the

NWS’s Techniques (now Meteorological) Development

Laboratory (TDL/MDL, hereafter referred to as MDL;

see Glahn 1964; Miller 1981).

While numerical weather prediction (NWP) models

have improved significantly over the past 50 yr (Kalnay

et al. 1998), the NWS TAFs [formerly known as terminal

forecasts (FTs)] have not realized comparable improve-

ments. Even though an early study (Zurndorfer et al. 1979)

showed a general improvement in local NWS aviation

forecasts, a later study (Dallavalle and Dagostaro 1995)

showed no improvement. In addition, while the NWP

models have improved, they have not yet developed to the

point that the forecasts cannot be improved with post-

processing. Dallavalle et al. (2004) compared model output

statistics (MOS) guidance from the Global Forecast System

(GFS; Kalnay et al. 1990) and the Nested Grid Model

(NGM; Hoke et al. 1989) with the direct model output from

the GFS model. They found that the GFS MOS performed

better than the NGM MOS, and both MOS systems per-

formed better than the direct model output from the GFS.

Recently, short-range and mesoscale NWP models have

begun to offer forecasts of nontraditional model elements,

such as ceiling height and visibility, to assist with aviation

forecasting. However, these model forecast elements are

relatively new and have not yet proven to be of sufficient

quality to be widely accepted, for many reasons. First,

because of the time required for the collection of the data

needed for the data assimilation, model initialization, and

model execution, the forecasts may not be produced and

distributed quickly enough to compete with persistence in

the very short term. Second, the procedures to produce the

weather elements needed for TAFs, such as ceiling height

and visibility, are rather rudimentary and generally are an

add-on to forecasting the state variables of temperature,

pressure, moisture, and wind above the earth’s surface. The

models also do not generally contain all the physics nec-

essary to simulate the processes involved in, for instance,

visibility, and in addition, the observational data are gen-

erally not sufficient to adequately initialize such a model.

Given the need for aviation guidance, and considering

the above difficulties and challenges, MDL began a pro-

ject to provide objective statistical guidance for aviation

weather forecasting. This paper provides an overview and

the history of MDL’s progress in providing such guidance.

The concept of MDL’s aviation guidance system is pre-

sented in section 2, and section 3 presents the history of

the earlier, as well as the current, guidance systems de-

veloped by MDL to support aviation weather forecasting

at NWS Weather Forecast Offices (WFOs). Section 4

discusses the development details of the current system.

The current status of the system, available products, and

current uses of LAMP are presented in section 5. Verifi-

cation of the current guidance is presented in section 6.

Future plans are presented in section 7, and a summary

and conclusions are discussed in section 8.

2. The system concept

In an effort to provide good quality aviation guidance

for TAFs, MDL began development of a system to blend

persistence with what could be deduced from existing

numerical models run at the National Centers for Envi-

ronmental Prediction (NCEP), and to include an up-

stream component furnished by simple advective models.

Such work started as early as 1980 (Glahn 1980); the

project was called the Local Automation of Field Oper-

ations and Services (AFOS) MOS Program (LAMP;

Glahn and Unger 1982). The LAMP concept was to de-

velop a locally run MOS-like system to provide short-

term guidance of sensible weather for public and aviation

forecasting. There were to be three basic kinds of inputs to

the system: 1) hourly observations of sensible weather at

the surface, 2) output from simple, locally run models, and

3) MOS forecasts. The intent was that such a system would

be able to be run by a forecaster on a local computer, at

any time of the day. The system would be MOS-like in

that multiple regression would be used to combine the

various inputs, a technique that had been proven to be

very successful for MOS (Glahn and Lowry 1972).

Consistent with the LAMP concept, NCEP numerical

model output would not directly be used as predictor

input. Instead, MOS guidance was intended to represent

the pertinent model information. This was done for three

reasons. First, regression equation development requires

an adequate sample of data from a stable model, but

numerical models do undergo change. Partly for that

reason, the MOS guidance is rather regularly updated to

keep pace with the models. It was believed that the

updated MOS forecasts would still be rather stable, and

their updating would not require updating LAMP,

provided that LAMP continued to improve on the MOS

guidance. While updating LAMP equations for new

MOS guidance might be ideal, there would always be the

question of resources and if any additional benefit would

be worth the cost of redeveloping (D. A. Unger 2009,

personal communication). Second, we wanted the LAMP

forecasts to blend well, even approximate, the MOS
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forecasts at the end of the LAMP forecast range; using

the MOS forecasts as input would not guarantee that,

but the blending of LAMP into MOS would be much

better than if raw model variables were used as input.

Finally, the use of MOS simplified development in some

respects, because the number of MOS predictors was

not as large as the potential number of model predictors.

Therefore, NCEP model data were not offered directly

as predictors in the LAMP regression [however, this

policy was relaxed in some cases; an exception is de-

scribed in section 4b(5)]. By using MOS guidance as

predictors, and recognizing that MOS is skillful at pre-

dicting sensible weather, one could consider MOS to be

a very good first guess to the LAMP system. This use of

MOS guidance as predictor information is a critical as-

pect of the LAMP concept.

While MOS produced guidance for comparable, and

many of the same, weather elements for which LAMP

would produce guidance, LAMP would differ from MOS

in that it would be designed to run much more frequently

than MOS to take advantage of the most recent obser-

vations. In this way, LAMP would act as an update to the

MOS guidance. The use of the most recent observations

as predictor information is another critical aspect of the

LAMP concept.

A very similar approach to LAMP, which assigns

great weight to the observations, has been reported by

Jacobs and Maat (2005). They conclude that, ‘‘Although

advancements in NWP modeling have been substantial

over the last decade, these models have not reached

a state where clouds and precipitation can be resolved at

the spatial and temporal resolutions needed for airport

weather forecasts.... In particular, the quality of short-

term forecasts, up to 6 h, depends mainly on the avail-

ability of local and upstream observations.’’ Leyton and

Fritsch (2003) also found that the most recent observa-

tions of ceiling height and visibility were very valuable

predictors in the 1–3-h forecast time frame, as were the

observations from neighboring sites. MDL’s blended

method of providing guidance in the very short range

corresponds to the description of effectiveness of ap-

proaches to short-range forecasting described by Doswell

(1985). His diagram shows linear extrapolation is best up

to an hour or two, climatology has the edge for the next

few hours, and mesoscale or large-scale models eventu-

ally become useful. The techniques employed in LAMP

and by Jacobs and Maat (2005) blend these sources to

approach what Doswell shows as ‘‘knowledge of mete-

orology.’’ This insightful diagram is repeated by Brooks

et al. (1992).2 Figure 1 illustrates the simple but powerful

concept of LAMP; the persistence of the observation is

a good competitor in the early projections, and the ob-

servations contribute strongly to LAMP in this time

frame, while MOS is more accurate than persistence in

the later periods. The simple models are intended to

help blend these two important types of predictors. The

result is a smart interpolation between the observations

and the MOS guidance.

3. History of the LAMP systems

As discussed in the previous section, the original

LAMP system was started in the early 1980s (Glahn and

Unger 1982) and followed the concept described pre-

viously. The MOS used to develop this early LAMP ap-

proach was based on the Limited-Area Fine Mesh (LFM)

model (Gerrity 1977; Newell and Deaven 1981). Studies

were done to assess the performance of the LFM LAMP

in the 1980s, and while the studies were limited to select

stations or cycles, and were not performed on operational

guidance, the studies showed that LAMP improved on

MOS in the early to middle part of the forecast period,

and for some elements throughout the entire period

(Glahn and Unger 1982; Glahn 1984; Glahn and Unger

1986; Cammarata 1987; Unger 1987; Unger et al. 1989).

The LFM LAMP was not implemented in AFOS, al-

though it was tested locally at the NWS forecast office in

Topeka, Kansas, in 1989 (Unger et al. 1989). At this

point, the NWS was in the process of making a number

of changes that would impact LAMP. First, the NWS

FIG. 1. Conceptual illustration of the LAMP paradigm. Persis-

tence is indicated by the dashed line, MOS by the dotted line, and

LAMP by the solid line.

2 While the exact relative contributions of the sources can be

debated, the concept is sound.
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was planning to modernize its operations with the de-

velopment of the Advanced Weather Interactive Pro-

cessing System (AWIPS; Friday 1994). Second, the new

MOS was developed based on the NGM (Carter et al.

1989). Finally, the NWS was planning to discontinue the

LFM model, and therefore the LFM MOS would likewise

be discontinued. Given these plans, it was determined

that LAMP would update the new NGM MOS and run

locally in AWIPS. Because redeveloping the LAMP

system to use NGM MOS as predictor inputs would have

been costly and time consuming, the equations developed

from the LFM MOS were retained, but implemented

such that the LFM MOS predictors were replaced in

operations with comparable NGM MOS predictors.

The LAMP system was renamed the Local AWIPS

MOS Program to indicate its place within AWIPS. The

system was implemented in the late 1990s in AWIPS at

local NWS WFOs in the contiguous United States

(CONUS), and it produced local guidance 8 times per

day at WFOs (Kelly and Ghirardelli 1998), but changing

hardware, software, etc. made it very difficult to support.

This local implementation exemplified the difficulty of

integrating a guidance system into a hardware–software

platform not designed for such applications.

Other deficiencies became apparent with the NGM

LAMP system. The NGM LAMP provided guidance for

less than 1000 stations in the CONUS only. Newer MOS

guidance suites, such as that from the GFS, were available

that were based on updated NWP models and provided

guidance for upward of 1500 stations in the CONUS, as

well as in Alaska, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Hawaii,

and Guam. Finally, the NGM was ‘‘frozen,’’ which meant

that it was not realizing any NCEP improvements other

than to the analysis and initialization procedures. Given

these changes, it was clear that LAMP’s development and

its implementation could be improved.

The LAMP system was therefore redeveloped in or-

der to provide more accurate guidance for more stations

than the NGM LAMP system. In addition, the new

LAMP would update the more timely and accurate GFS

MOS guidance and run hourly out to 25 h, covering the

standard 24-h TAF period.3 The GFS MOS was chosen

because it was the MOS package that offered the most

complete set of guidance for aviation forecasting [see

Dallavalle and Cosgrove (2005) for details of the GFS

MOS guidance]. Recognizing that the main purpose of

LAMP was to furnish guidance for aviation forecasts,

we renamed the model the Localized Aviation MOS

Program—the LAMP acronym remained (Glahn and

Ghirardelli 2004; Ghirardelli 2005). Also, in an effort to

ensure maintainability, the GFS LAMP (hereafter re-

ferred to simply as LAMP) was designed to run centrally

on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration (NOAA) Central Computing System at NCEP,

and the official products would be disseminated cen-

trally from NCEP. This is the LAMP system running in

NWS operations today, and the remainder of the dis-

cussion deals with this current system.

4. The current LAMP: Development details

The MOS approach (Glahn and Lowry 1972) was

followed for the redevelopment of LAMP. Multiple

regression equations were developed to provide guid-

ance for sensible weather elements. Thresholds were

developed to facilitate a best-category forecast selection

based on the probabilities of multiple categories. Details

of this development follow.

a. Predictand definitions

Predictands were defined for the elements shown in

Table 1. For continuous forecasts, predictands were defined

as the actual continuous observations. For probabilistic

forecasts, the continuous observations were transformed

prior to the regression process by defining the predictands

as binary values of 1 or 0, which indicated whether the

events were observed or not, respectively. For example, the

predictand values for the probability of visibility ,½ mile

were determined from the visibility observations. The

predictand was assigned a value of 1 if the observed visi-

bility was ,½ mile, and a value of 0 if it was not. The

predictand data were taken from the hourly aviation

routine weather report (METAR; OFCM 1995) obser-

vations for all elements except thunderstorms, for which

the predictand data came from lightning strikes on a grid.

b. LAMP predictors

LAMP has five primary sources of input: 1) METAR

observations at stations; 2) observation data (lightning

and radar) on a grid; 3) GFS MOS forecasts; 4) output

from advective and other simple models, which in turn

require the aforementioned observations and upper-air

data from the GFS; and 5) other miscellaneous pre-

dictors. In general, of all the predictors, the observations

and the GFS MOS guidance explain the most predictand

variance, and are considered the most important. These

inputs are briefly described here.

1) OBSERVATIONS OR ANALYSES OF

OBSERVATIONS

Persistence is a very competitive system in the very

short term, especially in forecasting ceiling height and

3 The recent extension to 30 h at some airports is not covered,

but MOS guidance is available.
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visibility (Dallavalle and Dagostaro 1995). Because of

this, the most recent observations were provided as pre-

dictors in LAMP. For instance, for ceiling height equa-

tions, the observed ceiling height was used as a predictor.

To compensate for times when the observation is missing,

the other available observations were analyzed onto a

grid. The elements analyzed were surface (2 m) temper-

ature and dewpoint, ceiling height, sky cover, visibility,

obstruction to vision, precipitation occurrence, precipi-

tation type, and a moisture variable called the saturation

deficit. For the variables with a continuous range of

values (temperature, dewpoint, winds, saturation defi-

cit), the analyses were made by a highly tuned succes-

sive correction method. The specific method was derived

from the original formulation by Bergthorsson and

Doos (1955) and implemented by Cressman (1959). The

smoother used was a generalization of that used by

Cressman and defined by Thomasell and Welsh (1962).

For the variables with spatially discontinuous fields

(ceiling height, sky cover, visibility, obstruction to vi-

sion, precipitation occurrence, and precipitation type),

a nearest-neighbor approach was used; that is, a grid-

point value was given the value observed at the closest

station. Each of these analysis approaches was tuned to

the variable being analyzed in terms of search radius,

degree of smoothing, quality control thresholds, etc. Also,

if an observation was missing for the current analysis

hour, the observation from an hour earlier was used un-

der specified conditions. [Details of the analysis tech-

nique can be found in Glahn et al. (1985).] Each analysis

was available hourly.

Once the analysis was performed, a simple interpola-

tion was used to furnish an estimated observation at the

station. This analyzed value was then used in a backup

capability, and acted as a surrogate for the unavailable

observation. While the analyzed value is a less desirable

predictor than the true observation, it nonetheless still

has predictive value and might yet be the most important

predictor available for very short projections at times

when a station’s observation is unavailable.

2) GRIDDED OBSERVATION DATA

Gridded observation data consisting of radar reflec-

tivity and cloud-to-ground lightning were offered as

predictors in the new LAMP system. The two sources of

radar data used in the development were 16-level, 2-km

Weather Science Incorporated (WSI) radar reflectivity

data available from National Aeronautics and Space

TABLE 1. LAMP guidance elements.

Element description Unit–best-category definition

Temp 8F

Dewpoint temp 8F

10-m wind direction 10s of 8

10-m wind speed kt

10-m wind gust speed kt

Precipitation occurring on the hour Probabilities (%)

Best category (yes–no)

Measurable precipitation in a 6-h period Probabilities (%)

Measurable precipitation in a 12-h period Probabilities (%)

Thunderstorms in a 20-km grid box in a 2-h period Probabilities (%)

Best category (yes–no)

Precipitation type, conditional on precipitation Probabilities (%)

Best category (liquid, frozen, freezing)

Precipitation characteristics, conditional on

precipitation

Probabilities (%)

Best category (drizzle, continuous, showers)

Total sky cover Probabilities (%)

Best category (clear, scattered, few, broken, overcast)

Ceiling height Probabilities (%)

Best category (,200, 200–400, 500–900, 1000–1900, 2000–3000,

3100–6500, 6600–12 000, and .12 000 ft or unlimited ceiling)

Ceiling height, conditional on precipitation Probabilities (%)

Best category, same as ceiling height

Visibility Probabilities (%)

Best category (,½, ½ , 1, 1 , 2, 2 , 3, 3–5, 6, and .6 miles)

Visibility, conditional on precipitation Probabilities (%)

Best category, same as visibility

Obstruction to vision Probabilities (%)

Best category (none; haze, smoke, or dust; mist; fog; blowing dust, sand, or

snow)
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Administration’s (NASA) Global Hydrology Resource

Center (GHRC), and the 7-level, 10-km Radar Coded

Messages (RCM) radar mosaic available from the NWS

(Kitzmiller et al. 2002). The WSI radar data from 1 April

1997 to 31 March 2002 and the RCM data from 1 April

2002 onward were used in the equation development

(Charba and Liang 2005). The WSI radar data were

available every quarter hour, and the RCM radar data

were available every half hour. If the most recent radar

data were unavailable, the next most recent radar data

were used (if available) for backup purposes. Since only

the RCM data are available in real time, the RCM data

are the radar data used as predictors in real time. As in

development, the RCM data are available every half hour

in real time, and the next most recent RCM data serve as

backup if the most recent RCM data are unavailable.

The second type of gridded observational data was

specified from observed cloud-to-ground lightning data

from the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN;

Cummins et al. 1998). These data in their native format

are not gridded, but are stored as strikes by latitude and

longitude. The strike data were put on a 10-km polar

stereographic grid that covers the CONUS and the ad-

jacent offshore waters (Charba and Liang 2005). In real-

time LAMP operations, the observed NLDN data are

gridded and used as observational predictors.

3) GFS MOS FORECASTS

The third type of LAMP predictor was the GFS MOS

guidance valid at the desired projection. Typically, the

GFS MOS forecast for the same elements as the LAMP

predictand was offered as a predictor. For example, the

GFS MOS temperature forecast, valid at the hour cor-

responding to the LAMP forecast valid time, was offered

as a predictor in the LAMP temperature development.

GFS MOS forecasts for elements other than the LAMP

predictand were also offered where appropriate. For ex-

ample, GFS MOS wind forecasts in addition to the GFS

MOS visibility forecasts were offered as predictors in

developing equations for the LAMP visibility predictands.

GFS MOS output was available with projections typically

at 3-h time steps. To make forecasts at 1-h intervals for

LAMP, it was necessary to temporally interpolate the

GFS MOS forecasts valid at 3-h intervals to the desired

1-h projections.

GFS MOS guidance is produced every 6 h in NWS

operations, and the GFS MOS forecasts from the MOS

cycle that would be available to LAMP in real time were

provided as predictors. While the nominal cycles of the

GFS MOS are 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC, the

guidance is not available at those times but roughly 4 h

later (e.g., 0000 GFS MOS is available around 0400 UTC,

0600 UTC MOS at 1000 UTC). Therefore, LAMP was

developed using input from the GFS MOS cycle that

would be available at the time when LAMP would run in

operations. Figure 2 shows a timeline that illustrates the

temporal relationship between the GFS MOS and LAMP

guidance.

MOS, like LAMP, was developed with observations

as predictors, and the observations input into GFS MOS

in real time are from the hour before the issuance time

(e.g., the 0000 UTC GFS MOS is issued at approximately

0400 UTC, and uses the 0300 UTC observations as pre-

dictor input). Therefore, when MOS is made available

(e.g., at 0400 UTC), the observational input is already 1 h

old, and gets older with every hour until the next GFS

MOS guidance is produced (e.g., at 1000 UTC). This af-

fords LAMP the opportunity to use the more recent

observations (i.e., observations after 0300 UTC) to up-

date the most recent GFS MOS. The timeline shown in

Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship between the observa-

tions and the guidance systems.

4) LAMP MODELS

Output from three simple models was offered as pre-

dictors in LAMP. The first model is an advective model

that was used to ‘‘look upstream’’ (Unger 1982; Unger

1985), a technique every forecaster practices. Schmeits

et al. (2008) also found advected fields, specifically an

ensemble of advected radar and lightning, useful in their

MOS-like technique for forecasting thunderstorms. They

state that while advecting cells out beyond a couple of

hours may not be predictive for deterministic forecasts,

such advection may provide predictive information for

probabilistic forecasts even beyond 6 h because the

conditions responsible for the observed cells have been

advected to a new area.

The advective model used in LAMP is the cloud ad-

vection model (CLAM; Grayson and Bermowitz 1974). Its

implementation in LAMP is detailed in Glahn and Unger

(1986). One modification to previous uses of the CLAM

model in LAMP is that in the current system, the winds

that drive the advection come from highly smoothed winds

from the GFS model, and a blend of different level winds

can be used for different advected fields. In development,

the model provided advective forecasts of temperature,

dewpoint, ceiling height, sky cover, visibility, obstruction

to vision, precipitation occurrence, precipitation type, ra-

dar, and lightning, and these forecasts were provided as

predictors to indicate upstream conditions that would be

affecting the station in the short range.

The second of the LAMP models is the sea level pres-

sure model, and the third LAMP model is a moisture

model, which provided forecasts of the saturation deficit

(initially defined by Younkin et al. 1965). The imple-

mentations of the sea level pressure and moisture models
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in LAMP are explained in Glahn and Unger (1986).

Saturation deficit represents the difference between the

1000–500-mb thickness and the thickness that would be

expected for precipitation to begin (Unger 1985). The

specification of the saturation deficit uses the surface ob-

servations and GFS model precipitable water forecasts to

help define a moisture layer and has been of some use in

LAMP.

5) OTHER MISCELLANEOUS PREDICTORS

As stated previously, in some instances GFS direct

model output was also offered as predictors in de-

veloping LAMP. These predictors were included in the

development if the model information was not already

contained in the GFS MOS guidance, and if it was be-

lieved that they would be useful in LAMP. Therefore,

only GFS model predictors not already used in MOS,

and considered stable, were permitted in the LAMP

development. In addition, some interactive predic-

tors were computed from GFS output and included in

the development. For example, LAMP thunderstorm

equation development included the product of a mod-

ified K index and the thunderstorm relative frequency as

a predictor (here, the modification involved taking an

average of the LAMP surface temperature and the GFS

850-mb temperature and likewise for dewpoint) (J.

Charba 2009, personal communication). In addition to

the other predictors mentioned, development also in-

cluded climatological (e.g., the relative frequency of an

event) and geoclimatic predictors (e.g., cosine of the day

of the year).

c. Regression equation development

Multiple linear regression was used to develop the

LAMP equations, and the predictors were selected with

a forward-screening process (Glahn and Lowry 1972).

FIG. 2. Timeline showing temporal relationship between observations and the nominal and

issuance times of the GFS MOS, LAMP, and scheduled TAFs. MOS is issued 4 h after the nominal

time around XX00 UTC. LAMP is issued the same hour as the nominal time, at XX30 UTC.

The scheduled TAF is issued 20–40 min before the nominal time, between (XX 2 1)20 and

(XX 2 1)40 UTC. The observation input into GFS MOS is from the hour previous to the MOS

issuance. The observation input into LAMP is from the same hour as the LAMP issuance. The

systems used for Stats on Demand verification of scheduled TAFs (see section 6b) are indicated

by a black outline around the system–issuance used. Forecasts from the GFS MOS cycles with

nominal times of 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC, and from the LAMP cycles with nominal

times of 0400, 1000, 1600, and 2200 UTC, are verified in Stats on Demand for comparison with

forecasts from the scheduled TAFs with nominal times of 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC.
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While the regression was linear, nonlinearity could be

represented by transformations of the input variables.

Examples of such transformations included predictors

that were calculated as the cube root of a variable or the

product of two variables. Equations were developed to

produce continuous forecasts (such as temperature) as

well as probabilistic forecasts (such as the probability of

visibility ,3 miles).

While the observations are excellent predictors, a sta-

tion’s observation may be unavailable at times, and a ro-

bust system must plan for such situations. Use of the

observation as a predictor is the basic paradigm of LAMP,

and we intended for all equations to have observations as

predictors. However, a missing observation would there-

fore result in a missing forecast, which is not acceptable

from an operational product. To avoid this, secondary, or

backup, equations were developed that did not use the

observations as predictors. The value interpolated from

the observational analysis was used as a predictor in the

development of backup equations to represent an esti-

mate of the missing observation, as was discussed in sec-

tion 4b(1). The forecast from a backup equation is used

only if the equation developed with observations as pre-

dictors, called the primary equation, cannot be evaluated.

Forecasts from backup equations are slightly inferior to

forecasts generated from primary equations, especially in

the very short term when the observations contribute the

most to the forecast. Both primary and backup equations

were developed for all elements.

Regression equations for 24 cycles (one set of equations

per hourly cycle) were developed from data in various

periods from 1997 through 2008. The developmental pe-

riods differ by cycle depending on when the equations

were developed and what data were available at the time of

development. Equations were developed for various sea-

sons. Thunderstorm equations were developed for dates in

three seasons: cool (16 October–15 March), early warm

(16 March–30 June), and late warm (1 July–15 October).

Precipitation type equations were developed for two sea-

sons: cool (1 September–31 May) and warm (1 June–31

August). Precipitation-type forecasts for the warm season

are only available for Alaska because the data were in-

sufficient for development in the remainder of the country

(i.e., there were too few cases of freezing or frozen pre-

cipitation). The remaining elements were developed with

data from two seasons: cool (1 October–31 March) and

warm (1 April–30 September). In general, data from 15

days on either side of these seasons were also included in

the developmental sample to better handle the transition

from one season to the next.

The equations for wind (Wiedenfeld 2005), tempera-

ture, and dewpoint were developed with a single-station

approach. In the single-station approach, an equation is

developed for a station from data specific to that station.

However, some elements may not have a sufficient num-

ber of cases for all categories (e.g., the relatively rare

category of visibility ,½ mile) at individual stations, and

for these elements the equations were developed from

data pooled from multiple stations in a region. Equations

for thunderstorms (Charba and Liang 2005; Charba and

Samplatsky 2009), visibility and obstruction to vision

(Rudack 2005), ceiling height and sky cover (Weiss and

Ghirardelli 2005), wind gusts, probabilities of precipi-

tation, and precipitation type and characteristics were

developed with the regional approach.

To combat inter-element inconsistency, the equations

for elements that one would expect to be related and

whose definitions rely on each other, such as ceiling height

and sky cover, were developed simultaneously. The

equations for some other elements, such as temperature

and dewpoint, were developed simultaneously and their

forecasts were postprocessed to guarantee they were

meteorologically consistent. Simultaneous development

means selecting predictors based on their importance

for all predictands being developed. That is, the elements

developed simultaneously share common predictors; this

helps to minimize inter-element inconsistencies. In ad-

dition, simultaneous development means that the equa-

tion development is based on the same sample for all the

predictands for which the simultaneous development is

being done. For example, when developing temperature

and dewpoint equations simultaneously, if the temper-

ature observation was available for a given date, but the

dewpoint observation was missing, that case was not in-

cluded in the data sample. By doing this, the equations for

related predictands were developed on a matched sample

of data.

MDL has written special regression software for use

in LAMP development to minimize or eliminate small-

scale temporal fluctuations in hourly forecasts. Glahn and

Wiedenfeld (2006) describe the specialized MDL soft-

ware, which is summarized here. This software selects

predictors based on the highest reduction of variance

contribution to any predictand at any projection in the

forecast period. Once selected, this predictor is then in-

cluded in the equations for all predictands at all pro-

jections. Of course, this chosen predictor may not always

be useful for a given predictand or a given projection (i.e.,

when its additional reduction of variance is low for that

predictand or projection). In such cases, the predictor is

still present in the equation, but with a coefficient of zero.

Finally, if a predictor is assigned a coefficient of zero for

a reason mentioned above, then coefficients of zero are

also assigned to it for subsequent projections if the pre-

dictor was an observation (this assumes that once the

observation lost its predictive value, it did not later gain
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predictive value). Conversely, if the predictor assigned

a coefficient of zero is an MOS predictor, coefficients of

zero are also assigned to it for all preceding projections

(this assumes that the contributing value of the MOS

predictor should increase with projection). This set of

rules implemented within the regression software aims 1)

to ensure that a common set of predictors is chosen for all

the projections in the forecast period, which should

minimize temporal fluctuations since only the predictor

values and coefficients change by projection, not the ac-

tual predictors themselves, and 2) to place the highest

weight on observations early in the forecast period and

MOS predictors later in the forecast period.

d. Threshold development and application

In addition to continuous and probabilistic guidance,

LAMP also produces guidance that is categorical (e.g.,

ceiling height of 200–400 ft, visibility ,½ mile, and sky

cover of broken; see Table 1). The categorical forecasts

are not produced from regression equations, but instead

by a postprocessing step that compares the probability

forecasts to corresponding thresholds to determine a

best-category forecast given the probabilities of the var-

ious categories.

To develop the thresholds, the regression equations for

probabilistic elements were evaluated to create probabi-

listic forecasts for the developmental sample. The prob-

abilities were postprocessed to guarantee that their values

were between zero and one. The thresholds were then

derived from this developmental sample by using

an iterative process to determine thresholds that, when

used with the corresponding probabilities, yielded best-

category forecasts that either achieved unit bias (meaning

that the event was forecasted as often as it occurred), or

which maximized the threat score, which is also called the

critical success index (CSI; Donaldson et al. 1975; Wilks

2006), within a certain bias range. The goal of maximizing

the threat score is usually preferable for rare, high-impact

events (e.g., low ceilings). In LAMP, ceiling height thresh-

olds, for example, were derived by selecting thresholds that

maximized the threat score, while sky cover thresholds

were derived by selecting thresholds that achieved unit bias

(Weiss and Ghirardelli 2005).

In real time, the LAMP thresholds are used to facilitate

the best-category decision in the following manner. As an

example, the probability of the lowest ceiling height

(ceiling height ,200 ft) is compared to the threshold for

the lowest ceiling. If the probability equals or exceeds the

threshold, that category is chosen as the best-category

forecast. If not, the probability for the next category

(ceiling height ,500 ft) is compared to its corresponding

threshold. Again, if the probability equals or exceeds the

threshold, that category is chosen. This continues until

a probability equals or exceeds a threshold, and a selec-

tion is made. If the highest category that has a probability

(in this case, ceiling height #12 000 ft) is reached without

a probability equaling or exceeding its threshold, the

default category (in this case, ceiling height .12 000 ft or

unlimited) is selected (Weiss and Ghirardelli 2005).

e. Postprocessing for forecast consistency

Producing guidance at hourly intervals provides chal-

lenges for ensuring both meteorological and temporal

consistency. When developing a forecast system such as

LAMP, one must achieve an acceptable balance between

forecast skill and both kinds of consistency. For example,

if the system forecasted a high visibility, and then a lower

visibility, in a short period of time, with no corresponding

forecast of obstruction to vision or precipitation to ac-

count for the lowered visibility, the educated user would

recognize this as a meteorological inconsistency. If the

user changed the forecast so that the visibility was higher

when LAMP indicated it should be lower, the result could

be a more consistent but less accurate forecast (perhaps

the original visibility forecast verified, and it was the

obstruction to vision forecast that was erroneous).

Two kinds of temporal consistency issues exist. The

first is that when making forecasts every hour, a user

might want consistency from one issuance to the next.

While this is generally desirable, one must remember that

the purpose of LAMP is to provide updated guidance

based on the most recent conditions. If the conditions are

changing in a way not previously indicated in the LAMP

or MOS guidance, one would want the new LAMP

guidance to reflect that change and therefore be different

from previous issuances. This is an acceptable temporal

change between issuances. A change from the previous

hour can also happen due to the MOS guidance changing.

New MOS guidance is used in the LAMP cycles starting

at 0400, 1000, 1600, and 2200 UTC. LAMP guidance can

change at these times purely due to the change in the GFS

MOS guidance used in LAMP, and not due to the recent

observations. If this reflects an improvement in MOS,

that is a desirable effect in LAMP.

A second kind of temporal in consistency can occur

within the LAMP forecast period. For instance, one would

not usually want to forecast only 1 h of overcast sky cover

in the middle of a 25-h period when all of the other sky

cover forecasts were clear. Even though skillfully fore-

casting a temporal fluctuation like this would be highly

useful, any such LAMP forecast variations would prob-

ably not be skillful.

Therefore, some attention must be given to both me-

teorological and temporal consistency within the forecast

period. One would not want to produce a dewpoint that

was higher than the corresponding temperature, or have a
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reduced visibility with no precipitation or associated

obstruction to vision. Simultaneous development of equa-

tions, discussed in section 4c, was one technique employed

in the LAMP development and implementation to mini-

mize meteorological inconsistencies. [Recent informal

testing (not shown) of the development of ceiling height

and sky cover forecasts supports this belief that si-

multaneous development of equations yields fewer

inconsistencies between the forecasts than does sepa-

rate developments.] In addition, simple postprocessing

procedures were implemented to ensure meteorologi-

cal consistency. One such example is to assure that the

forecasted dewpoint does not exceed the forecasted

temperature. If the dewpoint does exceed the tem-

perature, the forecasts are changed to be the average of

the temperature and the dewpoint. In addition, the

specialized regression software discussed in section 4c

is a technique designed to minimize temporal fluctua-

tions and inconsistencies.

Consistency remains a highly desirable feature of any

forecast system. While techniques have been implemented

to reduce inconsistencies, current studies are in progress at

MDL to develop additional postprocessing algorithms to

further minimize or eliminate inconsistencies.

5. Current status, products, and usage

The current LAMP began running four cycles opera-

tionally at NCEP on 25 July 2006. Additional cycles were

added to operations as they were developed. The last cy-

cles of LAMP guidance were implemented into NWS

operations at NCEP in November 2008, marking a mile-

stone in that the NWS began providing objective statistical

guidance for aviation forecasting every hour of the day.

LAMP provides guidance for continuous elements

(e.g., temperature), probabilistic elements (e.g., proba-

bility of ceiling height), and categorical elements (e.g.,

best category of ceiling height; see Table 1). Most ele-

ments are valid at hourly time steps from 1 to 25 h.

Exceptions to this are the probabilities of precipitation

in 6- and 12-h periods and probabilities and occurrence

of thunderstorms. Thunderstorm forecasts are valid over

a 2-h period. The valid periods overlap in the early part

of the forecast period, when they are valid for the 1–3-,

2–4-, . . . , and 5–7-h (6–8 h) projections for odd (even)

LAMP cycle hours. Thereafter, the valid periods end

every 2 h (7–9-, 9–11-, . . . , 23–25-h projections for odd

LAMP cycle hours and 8–10-, 10–12-, . . . , 22–24-h

projections for even LAMP cycle hours). The thunder-

storm probabilities contain added temporal detail in the

earlier projections to provide enhanced guidance to the

aviation forecaster interested in the critical TAF period.

In addition to the traditional MOS elements, LAMP

provides guidance for conditional ceiling height and con-

ditional visibility. These elements are intended to provide

guidance for times when precipitation occurs, and were

developed specifically for aviation forecasting. Rudack

(2009) describes the conditional LAMP elements of ceil-

ing height and visibility as well as their patterns of be-

havior with precipitation onset compared to observations.

Most of the weather elements are forecast at individual

stations where observations are available. LAMP pro-

vides station guidance for all elements for 1591 stations in

the CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Vir-

gin Islands. However, thunderstorms are forecast on a

20-km Lambert conformal grid with an occurrence de-

fined as one or more cloud-to-ground lightning strikes in

a 2-h period in the grid box (Charba and Liang 2005;

Charba and Samplatsky 2009). The thunderstorm guid-

ance covers the CONUS and adjacent waters, and is

interpolated to the LAMP stations within this domain.

Thunderstorm guidance was not developed for areas

outside the CONUS because an archive of lightning data

was not available over these areas.

The official NWS LAMP products offer guidance in text

bulletin (ASCII), binary universal form for the represen-

tation of meteorological data (BUFR), and gridded binary

(GRIB2) formats. The official guidance is available to the

user in a variety of ways. The products are transmitted

over NOAAPORT, also known as the Satellite Broad-

cast Network (SBN; Friday 1994; information available

online at http://www.weather.gov/noaaport/html/noaaport.

shtml), as well as being available on the NWS file transfer

protocol (FTP) server (tgftp.nws.noaa.gov). The grid-

ded data are available in the National Digital Guidance

Database (NDGD)—a guidance database interoperable

with the National Digital Forecast Database (Glahn and

Ruth 2003). NWS forecasters can view the text guidance

and visual depictions of the guidance via AWIPS.

The public, as well as private and NWS forecasters, can

also access the guidance online from the LAMP Web site

(http://www.weather.gov/mdl/lamp). Images depicting the

observational analyses that serve as predictors for LAMP

elements (e.g., analyses of temperature, saturation deficit,

etc.) are available on the Web site. The LAMP guidance is

available in text format as well as via graphical displays.

Figure 3 shows an example of the graphical depictions of

the gridded thunderstorm probabilities and best-category

(yes–no) forecasts of thunderstorms. Figure 4 is an ex-

ample of a station plot map showing LAMP flight cate-

gory guidance, which is derived via postprocessing of

LAMP’s ceiling and visibility guidance.

The user can also view forecast meteograms, which

show the guidance for all elements contained in the text

bulletin. Guidance from previous LAMP cycles, along

with the corresponding GFS MOS guidance and the
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FIG. 3. LAMP Web graphics depicting LAMP thunderstorm guidance. (top) The probability of a thunderstorm in

a 20-km gridbox in a 2-h period. (bottom) The corresponding best-category forecast (yes–no) of a thunderstorm

occurring.
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verifying observations, are also available to allow the

user to determine the recent performance of LAMP.

Figure 5a is an example of a meteogram depicting

a previous LAMP cycle’s forecast for ceiling height

and visibility, and also the verifying observations for

the period up until the current time.

MDL is also producing depictions of the probabilities of

ceiling height, conditional ceiling height, visibility, condi-

tional visibility, the probability of precipitation occurring

on the hour, and precipitation type, as well as the corre-

sponding thresholds that are used in the determination of

the LAMP best-category forecast. Figure 5b shows a de-

piction of the LAMP probabilities (colored bars) and

corresponding thresholds (horizontal lines) for ceiling

height ,1000 ft, by forecast projection. This display can

give the user information about how likely the category is,

based on the category’s probability and the proximity of

the probability to the corresponding threshold. By de-

picting this information on the Web site, the probabilistic

information contained in LAMP for the aviation elements

is readily accessible.

LAMP guidance is being utilized in various ways to

support operational and user decisions. In the NWS, LAMP

guidance is available as input to the Aviation Forecast

Preparation System (AvnFPS). AvnFPS is an NWS com-

puter application that runs locally at NWS WFOs and

Center Weather Service Units to help forecasters prepare

and monitor TAFs (Peroutka et al. 2004). AvnFPS can

access the full set of LAMP weather elements, allowing for

display and manipulation in various ways.

In addition, the forecaster can use AvnFPS to generate a

TAF created directly from the LAMP guidance. Oberfield

et al. (2008) describe how AvnFPS can compare data from

the official TAF with probabilistic guidance from LAMP

to generate an updated version of the official TAF. This

technique results in automated TAFs that have charac-

teristics similar to human-generated TAFs but that in-

corporate LAMP guidance.

LAMP forecasts are also used in the National Ceiling

and Visibility (NCV) forecast system (Black et al. 2008).

The NCV forecast system uses four input components, one

of which is the LAMP forecasts of ceiling height and vis-

ibility, to produce forecasts of ceiling height and visibility.

The system evaluates the recent performance of each

component and selects the forecast from the system that

is performing the best. Black et al. (2008) show that

LAMP performs very well and at times is one of the best

performers for the stations evaluated.

6. Verification

Typical verification results show LAMP is as skillful as

persistence at the first hour and improves on persistence

as the forecast projection increases. Conversely, the

FIG. 4. LAMP Web graphic depicting Aviation Flight Category forecasts at LAMP stations. The flight categories

are derived from the combination of the ceiling height and visibility best-category forecasts from LAMP. Similar

graphical products are available for other weather elements forecasted by LAMP.
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verification typically shows LAMP to have the most im-

provement over MOS at the first hour, with the improve-

ment over MOS decreasing as the forecast projection

increases. Different elements show different degrees of

this pattern. These results are consistent with the paradigm

of LAMP as depicted in Fig. 1, although the actual veri-

fication shows LAMP’s level of skill approaching the skill

of MOS quicker than what is depicted in Fig. 1.

a. Comparison of LAMP with GFS MOS and
persistence

Verification was performed on the operational LAMP

and GFS MOS forecasts of wind speed and direction,

ceiling height, and visibility. The data verified were from

the warm season of April–September 2007 and the cool

season of October 2007–March 2008. The LAMP, GFS

MOS, and persistence forecasts were verified for 1522

stations in the CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto

Rico for every day of the verification periods. Thun-

derstorm forecasts were verified for the three develop-

mental seasons, defined as ‘‘early warm’’ (16 March–30

June 2007), ‘‘late warm’’ (1 July–15 October 2007), and

‘‘cool’’ (16 October 2007–15 March 2008), at grid points

in the CONUS domain. Note that the data were matched

samples in that only cases for which forecasts from all

systems were present were included in the verification.

This verification was done on independent data, meaning

that the data were not used in the development of the

equations and thresholds.

Note that in operations, the 0900 UTC LAMP cycle

uses 0000 UTC GFS MOS forecasts as predictor input.

When the 0900 UTC LAMP is available at 0930 UTC,

the other possible guidance that is available is the

0000 UTC GFS MOS (the 0600 UTC GFS MOS is not

FIG. 5. LAMP Web site graphics. (a) A past LAMP cycle’s guidance (in green) and the verifying observations (red)

for ceiling height (upper time series) and visibility (lower time series). The user can select other LAMP elements to

display, as well as previous LAMP cycles. (b) LAMP probability guidance for ceiling height ,1000 ft. The colored

bars represent the LAMP probability of the event, while the horizontal lines represent the threshold corresponding to

the probability that is required for this event to be categorically forecast. This plot color codes the bars based on the

probability’s proximity to the threshold, as well as its exceedance or non-exceedance.
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yet available) and the 0900 UTC METAR observation

(see Fig. 2 for timeline details). In an effort to compare

guidance from products available at the LAMP issuance,

the verification compared the 0900 UTC LAMP forecasts

to the 0000 UTC GFS MOS forecasts and persistence from

the 0900 UTC observation. Therefore, a 3-h projection for

0900 UTC LAMP guidance is valid at 1200 UTC, which

corresponds to a 12-h projection from the 0000 UTC GFS

MOS.

1) WIND VERIFICATION

Figure 6 shows the results of the verification of LAMP

wind direction forecasts for the warm and cool seasons

compared to the GFS MOS and persistence forecasts. The

score used is the mean absolute error of the wind direction

in degrees. Only cases that had verifying wind speed ob-

servations of 10 kt or more were considered in the wind

direction verification. LAMP shows accuracy comparable

to persistence at the first hour, but the accuracy of

persistence quickly deteriorates after that hour. LAMP is

more accurate than the GFS MOS for roughly the first 6 h

and is comparable to GFS MOS after the sixth hour.

Figures 7a and 7b show the verification results for wind

speed forecasts from LAMP, GFS MOS, and persistence.

The score shown is the mean absolute error in knots.

LAMP is as accurate as persistence at the first hour, but

persistence quickly loses accuracy and LAMP becomes

more accurate than persistence thereafter. LAMP is only

slightly more accurate than GFS MOS at the 3-h pro-

jection in the cool season (Fig. 7b), and comparable to

GFS MOS thereafter. This improvement on GFS MOS is

less in the warm season (Fig. 7a) at the 3-h projection.

Figures 7c and 7d show the wind speed bias (forecast 2

observation) in knots for LAMP and GFS MOS for the

warm and cool seasons, respectively. A bias of zero in-

dicates no bias. These results show that both systems

forecast winds that were slightly too high by an average of

0.5 kt on these independent samples.

2) CATEGORICAL VERIFICATION

Figures 8 and 9 show the verification results for cate-

gorical forecasts of ceiling height ,1000 ft and visibility

,3 miles. The ceiling height and visibility forecasts were

combined into flight categories (NWS 2008), and the

event of instrument flight rules (IFR) or lower was also

verified (Fig. 10). IFR or lower conditions occur when the

ceiling height is ,1000 ft and/or the visibility is ,3 miles.

The threat scores and forecast biases are shown. The

threat score is the conditional relative frequency of a

correctly forecast event when the event is either forecast

or observed. A higher threat score indicates more accu-

rate forecasts. The bias score for categorical forecasts is

the ratio of the number of forecasts of an event divided by

the number of observations of the event (Wilks 2006). A

bias of one represents the unit bias, which indicates that

the event was forecast as often as it occurred.

The results shown in panels a and b in Figs. 8–10 are

similar to the results of the previously discussed wind el-

ements in these regards: 1) LAMP is as accurate as per-

sistence in the early period, with LAMP showing more

accuracy than persistence after the first few hours; 2)

LAMP is more accurate than the GFS MOS in the early to

middle part of the 25-h forecast period; and 3) LAMP is

comparable to the GFS MOS in the middle to later part of

the 25-h forecast period. Aspects of the verification that

are notable are 1) the accuracy of persistence deteriorates

at a much slower rate than for the previously discussed

elements and 2) LAMP does not improve much over

persistence until about the third to fifth hour (depending

on the season and element), while the previous verifica-

tions show LAMP’s improvement over persistence is no-

ticeable beginning at the second hour.

FIG. 6. Wind direction verification. Mean absolute errors (8) are

shown for 0900 UTC LAMP (red circles), 0000 UTC GFS MOS

(blue squares), and persistence of the 0900 UTC observation

(green triangles) for (a) the warm season and (b) the cool season.

The warm season data spanned the period of April–September

2007, and the cool season data spanned the period of October

2007–March 2008. Projection hour is relative to the 0900 UTC

LAMP cycle.
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Ceiling height and visibility have historically been two

of the most challenging forecast elements to forecast ac-

curately. Persistence is considered a benchmark for

comparisons for ceiling height and visibility in the very

short term, and a difficult competitor to improve on in

that time frame. The ceiling height, visibility, and IFR or

lower verifications (Figs. 8–10) show that the LAMP

threat scores decrease quickly. Because LAMP is a blend

of the observations and GFS MOS, this decrease in threat

score is attributed to the decreasing persistence scores

and the lower GFS MOS scores. Threat scores for visi-

bility ,3 miles are in general lower than the ceiling height

scores for all systems, indicating that visibility is the more

difficult of the two elements to forecast accurately.

Figure 11 shows the percent improvements of the

LAMP threat scores over the GFS MOS threat scores for

these ceiling height and visibility events. LAMP’s im-

provement over GFS MOS is higher for visibility ,3 miles

than for ceiling height ,1000 ft at the earliest projection,

while the opposite pattern of behavior is seen at sub-

sequent projections. The improvements for both events

and both seasons shown range from 46% to 61% at the

3-h projection, from 22% to 26% at the 6-h projection,

and decrease to 14% to 16% by the 9-h projection. While

the improvements decrease thereafter and may not rep-

resent significant differences, LAMP shows improvement

on GFS MOS at the early projections, and is no worse

than GFS MOS throughout the entire forecast period.

Figures 8–10 show the bias scores for LAMP and GFS

MOS for the warm (panel c) and cool (panel d) seasons

for ceiling height ,1000 ft, visibility ,3 miles, and IFR

or lower conditions, respectively. LAMP shows less bias

than GFS MOS in general for all categories shown with

some notable exceptions. Results for bias of ceiling

height ,1000 ft in the cool season (Fig. 8d) show LAMP

has less bias than GFS MOS at the 3-h projection, but

has more bias thereafter and shows that LAMP over-

forecasted this event in this verification period, while

GFS MOS shows little or no bias after the 3-h projection.

For IFR or lower conditions in the warm season (Fig. 10c),

LAMP underforecasted the event in the middle part of

the forecast period, but the GFS MOS underforecasted

the event to a greater extent. Other than the results for

ceiling ,1000 ft in the cool season, in general LAMP

shows less bias than GFS MOS in the early and middle

parts of the forecast period; however, GFS MOS tends

to have biases closer to one than what is shown in the

LAMP results at the 21- and 24-h projections.

FIG. 7. Wind speed verification. Mean absolute errors (kt) are shown for 0900 UTC LAMP (red circles), 0000 UTC

GFS MOS (blue squares), and persistence of the 0900 UTC observation (green triangles) for (a) the warm season and

(b) the cool season. Bias scores are shown for 0900 UTC LAMP and 0000 UTC GFS MOS for (c) the warm season

and (d) the cool season. ‘‘No bias’’ is indicated by a bias of 0. Projection hour is relative to the 0900 UTC LAMP cycle.
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3) PROBABILISTIC VERIFICATION

In addition to the categorical verification, the probabi-

listic forecasts of ceiling height and visibility were verified

for the cool season of October 2007–March 2008 (the

operational probabilistic forecasts for LAMP were not

available for the warm season). Figures 12 and 13 show the

reliability scores for LAMP and GFS MOS for probabi-

listic forecasts of ceiling height ,1000 ft and visibility

,3 miles, respectively. Reliability scores show the rela-

tionships between the forecasts and the observations that

correspond to those specific forecasts (Wilks 2006). Per-

fect reliability is indicated by the 458 diagonal, and scores

that fall on this line indicate that the event was observed

with the same frequency as the forecast probability.

Figures 12 and 13 show very similar characteristics in

the verification results in that LAMP forecasts are shown

to have excellent reliability at the 3-h projection for both

events, and for the lower forecast probability bins at the

6- and 9-h projections, although LAMP is less reliable for

other bins at these projections. Results for LAMP prob-

abilistic forecasts of ceiling height ,1000 ft show slightly

better reliability than for LAMP probabilistic forecasts of

visibility ,3 miles at the 6- and 9-h projections. LAMP is

shown to be as reliable as GFS MOS in the lower bins for

both events and all projections, but LAMP has better or

comparable reliability in the middle bins. Both systems

suffer from low numbers of forecasts in the higher bins,

with the numbers of cases in the higher bins decreasing for

both systems with projection. This is typically seen with

forecasts of rarely occurring events such as low ceiling

heights and visibilities because high forecast probabilities

of rare events are more difficult to produce further out in

the forecast period. Overall, these results show excellent

reliability for LAMP at the 3-h projection and for the

lower bins at the 6- and 9-h projections, and good but

slightly lower reliability in the middle bins at the longer

projections.

Brier scores (Brier 1950) were also calculated for

LAMP and GFS MOS probability forecasts of ceiling

,1000 ft and visibility ,3 miles for the cool season (not

shown). The improvements in the LAMP Brier scores

over the GFS MOS Brier scores are shown in Fig. 14. In

general, LAMP demonstrates more improvement over

GFS MOS for probabilities of ceiling height ,1000 ft than

for probabilities of visibility ,3 miles. The improvement

is highest at the 3-h projection (21.3%–25.0%) and de-

creases thereafter.

FIG. 8. Verification for ceiling height ,1000 ft. Threat scores are shown for 0900 UTC LAMP (red circles), 0000 UTC

GFS MOS (blue squares), and persistence of the 0900 UTC observation (green triangles) for (a) the warm season and

(b) the cool season. Bias scores are shown for 0900 UTC LAMP and 0000 UTC GFS MOS for the same cycles for (c)

the warm season and (d) the cool season. ‘‘Unit bias’’ is indicated by a bias of 1. Projection hour is relative to the

0900 UTC LAMP cycle.
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For the verification of LAMP’s probabilistic thunder-

storm guidance, no comparable GFS MOS guidance ex-

ists. While both the GFS MOS and LAMP thunderstorm

forecasts apply to identical 20-km grid boxes, the former

is valid for a 3-h period whereas the latter applies to a 2-h

period. Brier scores were calculated for both the LAMP

thunderstorm probabilities and the climatology of a

thunderstorm in a 2-h period. The climatology was de-

rived from a 14-yr historical sample (April 1994–March

2008) and represents a monthly relative frequency that is

smoothed and interpolated to the day of the month.

Charba and Liang (2005) describe the creation of a simi-

lar climatology based on a 10-yr sample.

Brier skill scores (BSSs), defined as the improvement

over climatology, were calculated for the LAMP thun-

derstorm probabilities (Fig. 15) for each of the three

thunderstorm seasons. The greatest forecast skill occurs

at the earliest projections for all seasons, which is due to

the contributions from the lightning strike and radar re-

flectivity predictors during this time. The improvement

rapidly declines from the 1–3-h projection to the 7–9-h

projection, but increases again after that, resulting in two

distinct maxima, with the highest increases occurring in

the cool season. This is partly attributed to the higher

relative frequencies of thunderstorms at these times of

day (after 1800 UTC) in all seasons.

Another interesting result is that the BSS is noticeably

higher in the cool season than in the other seasons. This

result is likely due to the predominantly synoptic-scale

forcing of thunderstorms during the cool season compared

to the predominantly mesoscale forcing, which results

in small space–time scales of thunderstorms, during the

warm seasons, the latter being less predictable. This is

consistent with the results that show better scores for the

LAMP thunderstorm guidance at night; we attribute the

better scores to the larger scale of nighttime convective

systems compared to daytime airmass thunderstorms.

Similarly, seasonal differences in accuracy in quantita-

tive precipitation forecasts (QPFs) have likewise been

attributed to the scale of the forcing. Olson et al. (1995)

attributed the lower verification scores for QPF in the

warm season to small-scale convective processes driving

warm season precipitation, while they considered the

higher cool season scores to be a result of synoptic-scale

systems driving cool season precipitation.

Also of interest is that the skill of the late warm season

forecasts are rather low after the first few hours. Since the

LAMP thunderstorm predictors at the longer projections

contain mostly synoptic-scale information, the LAMP

skill at the longer time ranges is less, especially in the late

warm season, when synoptic systems are weaker. This

could perhaps be improved by including mesoscale model

output as predictors.

Reliability scores were calculated for the thunderstorm

probabilities from the 0900 UTC LAMP cycle for the

three thunderstorm seasons. The results for the 1–3-h

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for visibility ,3 miles.
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projection (Fig. 16a) show good reliability for all seasons

through the 50% probability bin, although the results

show LAMP has a slight tendency to underforecast

thunderstorms in these bins in the cool season. The results

from the two warm seasons show LAMP has an over-

forecasting bias in the bins .50%, while the results from

the cool season indicate a tendency for LAMP to over-

forecast in the bins .70%. The results show that LAMP

overcasts the higher probabilities to a greater extent in the

two warm seasons than in the cool season. The results for

the 4–6-h projection (Fig. 16b) demonstrate good re-

liability in the lowest forecast bins. However, the forecasts

suffer from very few cases in the middle probability bins,

making the results difficult to interpret, and the proba-

bility bins above 50% had no forecasts. We hope to im-

prove on this deficiency in the future, but the temporal

and spatial resolutions of the product, as well as the

rareness of the event, make this challenging.

b. Comparison of LAMP forecasts of IFR
conditions with NWS TAFs

Official NWS TAFs can be compared with various

forecast systems, including GFS MOS and LAMP, for any

TAF site in the United States via the NWS’s official veri-

fication program called Stats on Demand (NWS 2009).

The Stats on Demand system verifies the scheduled TAF

issuances at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC and compares

them to the verification of another system. Forecasts are

evaluated every 5 min using the most recent METAR or

Aviation Selected Special Weather Report (SPECI) data.

If the hourly METAR from just before the hour is missing,

then the TAF is not evaluated until a new METAR/SPECI

is received.

The LAMP forecasts are available for comparison in

the Stats on Demand system beginning with data start-

ing on 1 July 2008. For this paper, the Stats on Demand

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for IFR conditions or lower.

FIG. 11. Percent improvement in threat scores of categorical

forecasts from 0900 UTC LAMP over threat scores of categor-

ical forecasts from the 0000 UTC GFS MOS for ceiling height

,1000 ft for the cool (blue) and warm (red) seasons and for visi-

bility ,3 miles for the cool (green) and warm (purple) seasons.

Projection hour is relative to the 0900 UTC LAMP cycle.
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system was used to compare LAMP and GFS MOS

guidance (separately) against the prevailing forecasts

from the scheduled NWS TAFs for all TAF stations in

the national area. Forecasts from 1 July 2008 to 30 June

2009 were verified. This verification compared the ac-

curacy of forecasts of IFR or lower conditions. Note that

Stats on Demand can only compare two systems at a

time, and matched samples are used for the two systems

being compared. Since it was not possible to use Stats on

Demand to compare three systems at once, the com-

parisons were done for TAF–LAMP and TAF–GFS

MOS separately. Note that LAMP and GFS MOS do

not provide guidance for all TAF sites in the United

States; so in effect, the TAF stations that had LAMP

(GFS MOS) guidance were verified in the comparison

with LAMP (GFS MOS).

To best interpret the results, the reader should under-

stand how the verification is done in the Stats on Demand

system. Table 2 shows the nominal and issuance times of

the scheduled TAFs and the systems compared by Stats on

Demand, and Fig. 2 shows via a timeline the four GFS

MOS cycles and four LAMP cycles used to compare with

the four scheduled TAFs. From this, it can be seen that

verification of guidance from the LAMP (GFS MOS) cy-

cles available approximately 1 (1.5) h before the TAF is-

suances is compared with verification of TAFs from the

FIG. 12. Verification for the (a) 3-, (b) 6-, and (c) 9-h probabilities of ceiling height ,1000 ft. (left) Reliability

scores and (right) histograms are shown for 0000 UTC GFS MOS (blue squares–bars), 0900 UTC LAMP (red

circles–bars), and perfect reliability (gray diagonal line) for the cool season of October 2007–March 2008. Reliability

scores for bins in which there were ,1% of cases forecasted are indicated by hollow symbols. Projection hour is

relative to the 0900 UTC LAMP cycle.
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scheduled issuances. Since the LAMP verification uses the

LAMP guidance available 1 h prior to the TAF issuance,

instead of the LAMP guidance that might have been

available at the time of the TAF issuance, this verification

method provides a measure of the usefulness of the guid-

ance in the forecast process, and not a measure of the

LAMP guidance as a competitor to the TAF forecast. To

determine the value to the forecaster, one must examine the

accuracy of the guidance available well before the issuance

time, which provides ample time for human interpretation.

Figure 17 shows the verification of the IFR or lower

conditions in the first 0–6 h after the issuance of the

scheduled NWS TAF for the period of 1 July 2008–30

June 2009 for national TAF locations. The TAF–LAMP

comparison (left side of chart in Fig. 17) shows that while

LAMP has a higher probability of detection (POD) than

the TAFs (0.576 for LAMP; 0.510 for TAFs), it also has

a higher false alarm rate (FAR; 0.451 for LAMP; 0.320

for TAFs). The threat score, which considers both de-

tection and false alarms, is slightly higher (0.411) for the

TAF than for LAMP (0.391). The TAF–GFS MOS

comparison (right side of chart in Fig. 17) shows similar

results as the TAF–LAMP comparison. GFS MOS has

a slightly higher POD than the TAF (0.532 for GFS

MOS; 0.511 for TAFs), but also a higher FAR (0.487 for

GFS MOS; 0.319 for TAFs), and a lower threat score

(0.353 for GFS MOS; 0.412 for TAFs).

7. Future plans

Now that the LAMP station-based guidance is avail-

able hourly in NWS operations, the development

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for the probability of visibility ,3 miles.
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emphasis will shift to gridded LAMP guidance. Gridded

LAMP will be produced in a manner similar to Gridded

MOS (Glahn et al. 2009) and will be put into the NDGD

each hour. While temperature and dewpoint grids will

be developed, the novel work will involve developing

gridded forecasts of the aviation elements, such as

winds, ceiling height, visibility, sky cover, and obstruc-

tion to vision. Both forecast probabilities and categori-

cal guidance for the aviation elements will be produced.

Probabilistic forecast guidance will be available in the

Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen)

via the Four-Dimensional Weather Data Cube (4-D Wx

Data Cube), also known as the Weather Information

Database (WIDB). This guidance will allow users to

make knowledgeable decisions regarding critical plan-

ning for aviation given the likelihood of the event and

the risk associated with the event (Souders et al. 2009;

Abelman et al. 2009). Such guidance will also be vital in

the development of new Air Traffic Management De-

cision Support Tools to improve efficiency in the Next-

Gen era. MDL will provide gridded LAMP guidance of

aviation elements required for NextGen, including grids

of ceiling height, sky cover, visibility, obstruction to vi-

sion, and wind, along with the existing LAMP grids of

thunderstorm guidance.

Plans beyond the immediate gridded work include

maintenance updates to add (remove) stations to the

LAMP guidance as stations are added (removed) from

the GFS MOS guidance. We also plan to investigate

running LAMP more frequently than hourly in response

to SPECI observations that are received between

the hours if the intermediate observations indicate an

operationally significant change to the current condi-

tions. MDL is also investigating the development of new

gridded LAMP guidance for convective cloud tops, which

NextGen requires for aviation forecasting (Joint Planning

and Development Office 2008).

Long-term plans include an eventual update of the

LAMP system. The original LAMP concept called for in-

put from models that were self-contained and manageable

enough to run locally at WFOs. LAMP no longer runs

locally; however, the system still requires a stable model

for input and a long historical archive of predictor data

for development. While output from a mesoscale model

would likely be a useful input source to LAMP, the re-

quirements for stability and an adequate archive are

difficult to meet with current NWP models. We believe

future implementations of LAMP will meet this chal-

lenge when a stable mesoscale model with an adequate

historical archive of data replaces the current LAMP

models. In addition, we anticipate that the next iteration

of LAMP will include additional observational predictors

to indicate future development of events that are not

indicated by MOS. Such an example of a development

predictor is a convective initiation predictor derived from

the current conditions at LAMP run time.

8. Summary and conclusions

MDL’s aviation weather prediction system runs each

hour and produces hourly guidance out to 25 h, covering

the major forecast period of the TAF. This system is

implemented at NCEP and the guidance is furnished via

NOAAPORT/SBN, the NWS FTP server, and on an

MDL Web site; gridded thunderstorm guidance also is

available in the NDGD.

FIG. 14. Brier score improvement in forecasts from 0900 UTC

LAMP over forecasts from 0000 UTC GFS MOS for probabilities

of ceiling height ,1000 ft (blue) and for probabilities of visibility

,3 miles (green) in the cool season only (Brier scores were un-

available for the warm season). Projection hour is relative to the

0900 UTC LAMP cycle.

FIG. 15. BSSs for LAMP thunderstorm probabilities for 0900 UTC

LAMP the early warm season of 16 Mar–30 Jun 2007 (dark blue),

the late warm season of 1 Jul–15 Oct 2007 (green), and the cool

season of 16 Oct 2007–15 Mar 2008 (light blue).
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LAMP forecasts have been shown to be equal to or

better than persistence forecasts in the short term, better

than GFS MOS forecasts through roughly the 10-h

projection, and generally comparable to the GFS MOS

in the later periods. LAMP offers added utility over GFS

MOS by providing quality guidance at hourly pro-

jections out to 25 h, which fills in the gaps of the 3-h

projections available from the GFS MOS, and in doing

so provides guidance throughout the 24-h TAF period at

the required temporal resolution. In addition, LAMP

provides guidance for some elements not available from

the GFS MOS, such as conditional ceiling height, con-

ditional visibility, and hourly probability of precipitation

occurrence. Verification of 12 months of recent data by

the NWS Stats on Demand system shows that LAMP

forecasts issued about an hour prior to the TAF issuance

had a higher POD than the NWS TAFs, but LAMP also

has a higher FAR and slightly lower threat score.

With the exception of the thunderstorm guidance,

LAMP guidance is currently valid only at METAR sta-

tions. However, NWS forecasters require gridded guidance

for routine forecast preparation. In addition, NextGen

requires aviation guidance on a grid for aviation

planning (Joint Planning and Development Office 2008).

As a result, MDL plans to produce the gridded guidance

for various elements of interest to the aviation commu-

nity. The grids will contain continuous, probabilistic, and

categorical guidance, and will be available to NWS fore-

casters and the aviation community.

In summary, LAMP provides much desired, hourly up-

dated guidance for aviation use, and should be of benefit to

forecasters interested in incorporating information from

the most recent observations into their forecasts at sta-

tions. The planned, hourly updated, gridded LAMP

guidance will be available for use in the WIDB to support

NextGen.

FIG. 16. Verification for the (a) 1–3- and (b) 4–6-h probabilities of thunderstorms. (left) Reliability scores and

(right) histograms are shown for 0900 UTC LAMP, and perfect reliability (gray diagonal line) for the seasons of the

early warm season (dark blue squares–bars), the late warm season (green triangles–bars), and the cool season (light

blue circles–bars). Reliability scores for bins in which there were ,1% of cases forecasted are indicated by hollow

markers. Histograms display the numbers of cases on a logarithmic scale to better show the low numbers of cases in

the middle and higher forecast probability bins.

TABLE 2. Nominal/issuance times of systems verified in Stats on

Demand. All times are UTC.

Scheduled TAF LAMP GFS MOS

Nominal Issuance Nominal Issuance Nominal Issuance

0000 2320–2340 2200 2230 1800 2200

0600 0520–0540 0400 0430 0000 0400

1200 1120–1140 1000 1030 0600 1000

1800 1720–1740 1600 1630 1200 1600
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